Gm engine coolant

Are antifreeze and coolant the same thing? Should engine coolant be orange, green or a
different color? This article will help answer these questions and more. Engine coolant, also
known as antifreeze, is mixed with water to keep the radiator from freezing in extreme cold and
overheating in extreme heat. Different vehicles require different coolants. There are varieties for
every type of vehicle, from diesel engines to American, Asian and European vehicles. Each one
is specifically formulated to keep its designated engine type running in extreme temperatures.
Since coolant technology has evolved so much in the last few decades, if you own an older
vehicle you need a formula with a special additive to allow chemistries old and new to work
together. Each color is a unique formula that should not be mixed. The below chart will help you
decipher which fluid is in your vehicle. What good is history, if you never change. And what
good is change, if it doesn't make you better. Learn about the different colors of antifreeze, what
they mean, and why it is so essential to your vehicle. Read More. X This is the cookie disclaimer
text. Partner Login. Keeping the World Moving Since What good is history, if you never change.
Discover Our Story. Ten years after General Motors began using Dex-Cool as an antifreeze in
most of its cars and light trucks, GM car and truck owners continue to complain that the coolant
corrodes and clogs radiators and radiator caps, erodes water pumps, rots radiator hoses,
causes chronic overheating and engine damage while leading to leaky engine gaskets. Patricia
in Barberton, Ohio, feels cheated by the automaker. Dex-Cool is now used in almost 40 million
vehicles sold by GM since On its website, GM claims Dex-Cool will last 5 years or , miles but a
steady stream of consumers insist the product is defective and has damaged their vehicles. GM
is quick to clarify its confidence in the antifreeze by stating that the GM owner's manual
recommended ,mile service interval is not a warranty guarantee. On its website, the company
now also warns owners to consult their vehicle "owner's manual for the type of coolant right for
your vehicle" and never "mix one type of coolant with the other. At last count there were 14
lawsuits filed in state and federal courts throughout the country by GM vehicle owners angered
over their experience with Dex-Cool. A Missouri judge may soon grant class-action status to
suits in his state -- and that would mean that millions of GM customers could become involved
in the lawsuit. The Missouri Supreme Court has declined to hear an appeal from GM challenging
class-action certification. The Missouri suit was filed in April alleging GM vehicles with
Dex-Cool in their cooling systems developed a rusty sludge. The plaintiffs claim that GM
refused to repair their vehicles or pay for the repairs and the lawsuit seeks unspecified
damages for breach of warranty under the federal Magnuson-Moss Act and the Missouri
Merchandising Practices Act. Samuel in Bellville, Ohio experienced a similar problem with
sludge in the cooling system of his car. So far it's just the gasket that has to be replaced. I will
see if further damage was caused," he told ConsumerAffairs. GM will not comment on the
pending lawsuits but continues to claim that Dex-Cool represents an improvement over
traditional coolants. Nevertheless, the automaker has alerted mechanics that vehicles operated
for 15, to 20, miles with low coolant levels "may be susceptible to the formation of a rust like
material in the cooling system. Deborah in Hornell, New York faced similar news from her
mechanic when she took her Buick Century in for a maintenance check. Deborah was told the
Dex-Cool needed to be flushed and refilled even though the owner's manual stated the coolant
ought to be good for , miles. Deborah blames the costly repairs on GM because in her view the
automaker "installed what they knew as faulty equipment, namely a plastic item in an engine
unit and Dex-Cool antifreeze that does not work. In Madison County, Illinois, a lawsuit claims
Dex-Cool "began to turn into sludge which then accumulated in the vehicle's engine cooling
system and radiator. The bright orange coolant often changes into a muddy colored liquid and
when the change occurs automobile mechanics blame Dex-Cool for expensive cooling system
flushes, gasket replacements, and even new radiators and heater cores. You'll see frost plugs
leaking. You'll see water pump failures. You'll see overheating problems. You'll see air
conditioners not cooling very good. You'll see transmissions burning up at , miles if the coolant
systems are not working right," said one mechanic who works on GM cars and trucks. Ronald
in Downey, California told ConsumerAffairs. My vehicle needs all these parts replaced. His
problems worsened. As lawyers continue to collect names for potential class action lawsuits
from people claiming Dex-Cool damaged their car or truck, automobile mechanics are advising
that if you have Dex-Cool as a coolant in your vehicle, you should not replace it with another
form of antifreeze. If your car or truck came from the factory with Dex-Cool, you should continue
to use that coolant both as replacement and to top off the radiator, the mechanics say. Last but
not least, if your car came from the factory with standard "green" antifreeze, don't switch to
Dex-Cool. Sign up to receive our free weekly newsletter. We value your privacy. Unsubscribe
easily. Joe Benton. GM Is Mum GM will not comment on the pending lawsuits but continues to
claim that Dex-Cool represents an improvement over traditional coolants. Zip code. Get the
news you need delivered to you Sign up to receive our free weekly newsletter. Many

GM-manufactured vehicles use an orange anti-freeze known as Dex-Cool, however many
consumers have reported problems with the use of this antifreeze in their vehicles. Problems
revolve mainly around the overheating of the coolant system, resulting in damage to the gasket,
radiator, engine and transmission. Repairs are costly. However, the culprit may be due to
mechanical faults in the GM vehicles and keeping coolant levels too low, not the orange-dyed
anti-freeze, according to I. There are some tips to help prevent overheating in your vehicle.
Maintain the level of the coolant system and fill the reservoir bottle to the "Hot" level if the
system is cold. If the system's coolant level is kept lower than this, it could cause the GM
vehicle to overheat, resulting in damage to the transmission and leaks in the gasket. Monitor
and regularly clean the pressure cap. If the pressure cap is contaminated it may result in low
coolant levels and cause the GM vehicle to overheat because there is significant loss of coolant.
Replace all the radiator caps, particularly those with a Drop-Center design on the ST vehicle
models. The radiator caps can be replaced with Stant Model or Spring-Center type. Mix the
coolant in a ratio with water to help the fluid flush out the engine block. Use the owner's manual
to determine the capacity of the system and add 50 percent of that amount with undiluted
DEX-COOL coolant, topped off with water. Use drinkable water, as it handles the minerals in this
type of water better than conventional chemistry coolants. Don't mix green coolant with
Dex-Cool orange coolant, as it will reduce the batch's change interval to 2 years or 30, miles.
Krista Martin has been writing professionally since Shat from Fotolia. Step 1 Maintain the level
of the coolant system and fill the reservoir bottle to the "Hot" level if the system is cold. Step 2
Monitor and regularly clean the pressure cap. Step 3 Replace all the radiator caps, particularly
those with a Drop-Center design on the ST vehicle models. Step 4 Mix the coolant in a ratio with
water to help the fluid flush out the engine block. This page is for personal, non-commercial
use. Editor's Note: This article was originally posted in On GM's own consumer site , the debate
regarding its Dexcool antifreeze continues. Coolant sometimes referred to as antifreeze or
radiator fluid is used to regulate your engine temperature and prevent it from overheating. This
is one of those questions usually asked after the fact, and usually engine damage has already
occurred. The green and orange coolants do not mix. When mixed together they form a gel-like
substance that stops coolant flow, and consequently, the engine overheats. There are some
coolants that claim compatibility with Dexcool, but I would rather err conservatively and add
what the system is supposed to take rather than gamble. To guard against major engine failure,
read on. The coolants chemically react and form a gel rather than a liquid. The coolant stops
flowing through the system, clogs up coolant passageways and water jackets, radiators, and
heater cores. The water pump overheats and fails due to a lack of lubricant in the coolant. Head
gaskets blow, heads warp, and the engine suffers major damage. In the s, GM introduced an
engine coolant called Dexcool. It's supposed to last 5 years or , miles, but there have been
problems with this coolant. Cooling systems that use Dexcool exhibit more acid buildup and
rust in the system when the coolant level gets low and oxygen is allowed to enter the system.
The acid eats away at head gaskets and intake gaskets. Rust builds up in the system, inhibiting
coolant flow, which causes overheating. Overall, numerous cooling system problems have been
attributed to the use of this controversial product, although GM firmly stands behind it. There
were class action suits against GM on this issue, and GM reached settlement agreements with
some owners beginning in Here's the bottom line when it comes to cooling system
maintenance. In addition, completely flush and refill the system every two years or 25, miles,
whichever comes first. These actions will avert the problems associated with Dexcool or any
other coolant product. The color of healthy engine coolant is green for ethylene glycol or
orange for Dexcool. A rusty color indicates that the rust inhibitor in the coolant has broken
down and it can no longer control rust and scale buildup. A milky color indicates the presence
of oil in the system. This is not good; it usually means that a head gasket, intake manifold, or
transmission oil cooler is leaking oil or transmission fluid into the engine coolant. This is a
deadly mix that will kill an engine or transmission in short order. Address the probleFrim
immediately! The engine coolant should feel slippery to the touch and smooth like the engine
oil. If the coolant does not feel slippery then it has lost its lubricity the lubricating and rust
inhibiting agents have deteriorated and the system is at risk for rust and scale buildup, as well
as water pump wear. Change the coolant if it smells burned. Also change the thermostat; it's
probably gone bad because it was exposed to overheating or it caused the overheating.
Overheating damages the bi-metallic spring that opens and closes the thermostat valve. Most
importantly, find out what caused the system to overheat and repair it to avoid major engine
damage. Related Video:. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the
garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for
everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep
bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Read This.
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